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The Bipartisan Budget
Act of 2015 included a
section titled "Closure of
Unintended Loopholes"
that ends two Social
Security claiming
strategies that have
become increasingly
popular over the last
several years. These two strategies, known as
"file and suspend" and "restricted application"
for a spousal benefit, have often been used to
optimize Social Security income for married
couples.

suspended. (This previously available claiming
option was helpful to someone who faced a
change of circumstances, such as a serious
illness.)
Tip: If you are age 66 or older before the new
rules take effect, you may still be able to take
advantage of the combined file-and-suspend
and spousal/dependent filing strategy.

Restricted application

Under the previous rules, a married person who
had reached full retirement age could file a
"restricted application" for spousal benefits after
the other spouse had filed for Social Security
worker benefits. This allowed the individual to
If you have not yet filed for Social Security, it's
collect spousal benefits while earning delayed
important to understand how these new rules
retirement credits on his or her own work
could affect your retirement strategy.
Depending on your age, you may still be able to record. In combination with the
take advantage of the expiring claiming options. file-and-suspend option, this enabled both
spouses to earn delayed retirement credits
The changes should not affect current Social
while one spouse received a spousal benefit, a
Security beneficiaries and do not apply to
type of "double dipping" that was not intended
survivor benefits.
by the original legislation.

File and suspend

Under the previous rules, an individual who had
reached full retirement age could file for retired
worker benefits--typically to enable a spouse to
file for spousal benefits--and then suspend his
or her benefit. By doing so, the individual would
earn delayed retirement credits (up to 8%
annually) and claim a higher worker benefit at a
later date, up to age 70. Meanwhile, his or her
spouse could be receiving spousal benefits. For
some married couples, especially those with
dual incomes, this strategy increased their total
combined lifetime benefits.
Under the new rules, which are effective as of
April 30, 2016, a worker who reaches full
retirement age can still file and suspend, but no
one can collect benefits on the worker's
earnings record during the suspension period.
This strategy effectively ends the
file-and-suspend strategy for couples and
families.
The new rules also mean that a worker cannot
later request a retroactive lump-sum payment
for the entire period during which benefits were

Under the new rules, an individual eligible for
both a spousal benefit and a worker benefit will
be "deemed" to be filing for whichever benefit is
higher and will not be able to change from one
to the other later.
Tip: If you reached age 62 before the end of
December 2015, you are grandfathered under
the old rules. If your spouse has filed for Social
Security worker benefits, you can still file a
restricted application for spouse-only benefits at
full retirement age and claim your own worker
benefit at a later date.
Basic Social Security claiming options remain
unchanged. You can file for a permanently
reduced benefit starting at age 62, receive your
full benefit at full retirement age, or postpone
filing for benefits and earn delayed retirement
credits, up to age 70.
Although some claiming options are going
away, plenty of planning opportunities remain,
and you may benefit from taking the time to
make an informed decision about when to file
for Social Security.
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Give Your Retirement Plan an Annual Checkup
Financial professionals typically recommend
that you review your employer-sponsored
retirement savings plan annually and when
major life changes occur. If you haven't
revisited your plan yet in 2015, the end of the
year may be an ideal time to do so.

Reexamine your risk tolerance

As you reconsider your
retirement income needs, it
might also make sense to
check your expected Social
Security benefit and any
other potential sources of
income. To get an estimate
of your future Social
Security payments, go to
socialsecurity.gov and
select "my Social Security."
Asset allocation does not
guarantee a profit or protect
against a loss; it is a
method used to help
manage investment risk.
All investing involves risk,
including the possible loss
of principal. There can be
no assurance that any
investment strategy will be
successful.

This past year saw moments that would try
even the most resilient investor's resolve. When
you hear media reports about stock market
volatility, is your immediate reaction to consider
selling some of the stock investments in your
plan? If that's the case, you might begin your
annual review by reexamining your risk
tolerance.

will those changes affect how much money you
will need to live on? Maybe you've reconsidered
plans to relocate or travel extensively, or now
plan to start a business or work part-time during
retirement.
All of these factors can affect your retirement
income needs, which in turn affects how much
you need to save and how you invest today.

Is your asset allocation still on track?

Once you have assessed your current situation
related to your risk tolerance, life changes, and
retirement income needs, a good next step is to
revisit the asset allocation in your plan. Is your
investment mix still appropriate? Should you
aim for a higher or lower percentage of
Risk tolerance refers to how well you can ride
aggressive investments, such as stocks? Or
out fluctuations in the value of your investments maybe your original target is still on track but
while pursuing your long-term goals. An
your portfolio calls for a little rebalancing.
assessment of your risk tolerance considers,
There are two ways to rebalance your
among other factors, your investment time
retirement plan portfolio. The quickest way is to
horizon, your accumulation goal, and assets
sell investments in which you are overweighted
you may have outside of your plan account.
and invest the proceeds in underweighted
Your retirement plan's educational materials
assets until you hit your target. For example, if
likely include tools to help you evaluate your
your target allocation is 75% stocks, 20%
risk tolerance, typically worksheets that ask a
bonds, and 5% cash but your current allocation
series of questions. After answering the
is 80% stocks, 15% bonds, and 5% cash, then
questions, you will likely be assigned a risk
you'd likely sell some stock investments and
tolerance ranking from conservative to
invest the proceeds in bonds. Another way to
aggressive. In addition, suggested asset
rebalance is to direct new investments into the
allocations are often provided for consideration. underweighted assets until the target is

Have you experienced any life
changes?
Since your last retirement plan review, did you
get married or divorced, buy or sell a house,
have a baby, or send a child to college?
Perhaps you or your spouse changed jobs,
received a promotion, or left the workforce
entirely. Has someone in your family
experienced a change in health? Or maybe you
inherited a sum of money that has had a
material impact on your net worth. Any of these
situations can affect both your current and
future financial situation.

achieved. In the example above, you would
direct new money into bond investments until
you reach your 75/20/5 target allocation.

Revisit your plan rules and features

Finally, an annual review is also a good time to
take a fresh look at your employer-sponsored
plan documents and plan features. For
example, if your plan offers a Roth account and
you haven't investigated its potential benefits,
you might consider whether directing a portion
of your contributions into it might be a good
idea. Also consider how much you're
contributing in relation to plan maximums.
Could you add a little more each pay period? If
In addition, if your marital situation has
you're 50 or older, you might also review the
changed, you may want to review the
beneficiary designations in your plan account to rules for catch-up contributions, which allow
those approaching retirement to contribute
make sure they reflect your current wishes.
more than younger employees.
With many employer-sponsored plans, your
spouse is automatically your plan beneficiary
Although it's generally not a good idea to
unless he or she waives that right in writing.
monitor your employer-sponsored retirement
plan on a daily, or even monthly, basis, it's
Reassess your retirement income
important to take a look at least once a year.
needs
With a little annual maintenance, you can help
After you evaluate your risk tolerance and
your plan keep working for you.
consider any life changes, you may want to
take another look at the future. Have your
dreams for retirement changed at all? And if so,
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Investor, Know Thyself: How Your Biases Can Affect Investment
Decisions

In psychology, "heuristics"
refers to the mental
decision-making short-cuts
that individuals develop
over time based on past
experiences. While
heuristics can be helpful in
avoiding unnecessary
deliberation, they can also
lead to misleading biases
that can derail even the
most well-thought-out
financial plan.

Traditional economic models are based on a
ignore warning signals.
simple premise: people make rational financial 5. Confirmation bias is the tendency to latch
decisions that are designed to maximize their
onto, and assign more authority to, opinions
economic benefits. In reality, however, most
that agree with your own. For example, you
humans don't make decisions based on a
might give more credence to an analyst
sterile analysis of the pros and cons. While
report that favors a stock you recently
most of us do think carefully about financial
purchased, in spite of several other reports
decisions, it is nearly impossible to completely
indicating a neutral or negative outlook.
disconnect from our "gut feelings," that nagging
6. The bandwagon effect, also known as herd
intuition that seems to have been deeply
behavior, happens when decisions are
implanted in the recesses of our brain.
made simply because "everyone else is
Over the past few decades, another school of
doing it." For an example of this, one might
thought has emerged that examines how
look no further than a fairly recent and
human psychological factors influence
much-hyped social media company's initial
economic and financial decisions. This
public offering (IPO). Many a discouraged
field--known as behavioral economics, or in the
investor jumped at that IPO only to sell at a
investing arena, behavioral finance--has
significant loss a few months later. (Some of
identified several biases that can unnerve even
these investors may have also suffered from
the most stoic investor. Understanding these
overconfidence bias.)
biases may help you avoid questionable calls in
7. Recency bias refers to the fact that recent
the heat of the financial moment.
events can have a stronger influence on
Sound familiar?
your decisions than other, more distant
events. For example, if you were severely
Following is a brief summary of some common
burned by the market downturn in 2008, you
biases influencing even the most experienced
may have been hesitant about continuing or
investors. Can you relate to any of these?
increasing your investments once the
1. Anchoring refers to the tendency to
markets settled down. Conversely, if you
become attached to something, even when it
were encouraged by the stock market's
may not make sense. Examples include a
subsequent bull run, you may have
piece of furniture that has outlived its
increased the money you put into equities,
usefulness, a home or car that one can no
hoping to take advantage of any further
longer afford, or a piece of information that is
gains. Consider that neither of these
believed to be true, but is in fact, false. In
perspectives may be entirely rational given
investing, it can refer to the tendency to
that investment decisions should be based
either hold an investment too long or place
on your individual goals, time horizon, and
too much reliance on a certain piece of data
risk tolerance.
or information.
8. A negativity bias indicates the tendency to
2. Loss-aversion bias is the term used to
give more importance to negative news than
describe the tendency to fear losses more
positive news, which can cause you to be
than celebrate equivalent gains. For
more risk-averse than appropriate for your
example, you may experience joy at the
situation.
thought of finding yourself $5,000 richer, but
the thought of losing $5,000 might provoke a An objective view can help
far greater fear. Similar to anchoring, loss
The human brain has evolved over millennia
aversion could cause you to hold onto a
into a complex decision-making tool, allowing
losing investment too long, with the fear of
us to retrieve past experiences and process
turning a paper loss into a real loss.
information so quickly that we can respond
almost instantaneously to perceived threats and
3. Endowment bias is also similar to
opportunities. However, when it comes to your
loss-aversion bias and anchoring in that it
finances, these gut feelings may not be your
encourages investors to "endow" a greater
strongest ally, and in fact may work against
value in what they currently own over other
you. Before jumping to any conclusions about
possibilities. You may presume the
your finances, consider what biases may be at
investments in your portfolio are of higher
work beneath your conscious radar. It might
quality than other available alternatives,
also help to consider the opinions of an
simply because you own them.
objective third party, such as a qualified
4. Overconfidence is simply having so much
financial professional, who could help identify
confidence in your own ability to select
any biases that may be clouding your judgment.
investments for your portfolio that you might
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What are required minimum distributions (RMDs)?
Traditional IRAs and employer
retirement plans such as
401(k)s and 403(b)s offer
several tax advantages,
including the ability to defer
income taxes on both contributions and
earnings until they're distributed from the plan.
But, unfortunately, you can't keep your money
in these retirement accounts forever. The law
requires that you begin taking distributions,
called "required minimum distributions" or
RMDs, when you reach age 70½ (or in some
cases, when you retire), whether you need the
money or not. (Minimum distributions are not
required from Roth IRAs during your lifetime.)
Your IRA trustee or custodian must either tell
you the required amount each year or offer to
calculate it for you. For an employer plan, the
plan administrator will generally calculate the
RMD. But you're ultimately responsible for
determining the correct amount. It's easy to do.
The IRS, in Publication 590-B, provides a chart
called the Uniform Lifetime Table. In most
cases, you simply find the distribution period for
your age and then divide your account balance
as of the end of the prior year by the distribution
period to arrive at your RMD for the year.

For example, if you turn 76 in 2016, your
distribution period under the Uniform Lifetime
Table is 22 years. You divide your account
balance as of December 31, 2015, by 22 to
arrive at your RMD for 2016.
The only exception is if you're married and your
spouse is more than 10 years younger than
you. If this special situation applies, use IRS
Table II (also found in Publication 590-B)
instead of the Uniform Lifetime Table. Table II
provides a distribution period that's based on
the joint life expectancy of you and your
spouse.
If you have multiple IRAs, an RMD is calculated
separately for each IRA. However, you can
withdraw the required amount from any of your
IRAs. Inherited IRAs aren't included with your
own for this purpose. (Similar rules apply to
Section 403(b) accounts.) If you participate in
more than one employer retirement plan, your
RMD is calculated separately for each plan and
must be paid from that plan.
Remember, you can always withdraw more
than the required amount, but if you withdraw
less you will be hit with a penalty tax equal to
50% of the amount you failed to withdraw.

Should I delay taking my first RMD?
Your first RMD from a
traditional IRA and an
employer retirement plan must
be taken for the calendar year
in which you turn 70-1/2.
However, if you're still working, you can delay
RMDs from your current employer's plan until
the year you retire (but only if allowed by the
plan and you are not a 5% owner).

For example, assume you have a traditional
IRA and you turn 70½ in 2016. You can take
your first RMD during 2016 or you can delay it
until April 1, 2017. If you choose to delay your
distribution until 2017, you will have to take two
required distributions in that year, one for 2016
and one for 2017. This is because your
distribution for 2017 cannot be delayed until the
following year.

In general, you must take your RMDs no later
than December 31 of each calendar year to
avoid a serious tax penalty equal to 50% of the
amount you failed to withdraw. However, a
special rule applies to your first RMD. You have
the option of delaying your first distribution until
April 1 of the following calendar year.

Receiving your first and second RMDs in the
same year may not be in your best interest.
Since this "double" distribution will increase
your taxable income for the year, it will probably
cause you to pay more in federal and state
income taxes. It could even push you into a
higher federal income tax bracket for the year.

You might delay taking your first distribution if
you expect to be in a lower income tax bracket
in the following year, perhaps because you're
no longer working or will have less income from
other sources. However, if you wait until the
following year to take your first distribution, your
second distribution must be made on or by
December 31 of that same year.

In addition, the increased income may result in
the loss of certain tax exemptions and
deductions that might otherwise be available to
you.
Obviously, the decision to delay your first
required distribution can be important. Your tax
professional can help you decide whether
delaying the RMD makes sense for your
personal tax situation.
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